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Abstract

A central concern in Computational Social Sci-
ences (CSS) is fairness: where the role of NLP
is to scale up text analysis to large corpora,
the quality of automatic analyses should be as
independent as possible of textual properties.
We analyze the performance of a state-of-the-
art neural model on the task of political claims
detection (i.e., the identification of forward-
looking statements made by political actors)
and identify a strong frequency bias: claims
made by frequent actors are recognized bet-
ter. We propose two simple debiasing methods
which mask proper names and pronouns dur-
ing training of the model, thus removing per-
sonal information bias. We find that (a) these
methods significantly decrease frequency bias
while keeping the overall performance stable;
and (b) the resulting models improve when
evaluated in an out-of-domain setting.

1 Introduction

In recent years, NLP methods have found increas-
ing adoption in the social sciences as part of the
movement towards Computational Social Sciences
or CSS (Lazer et al., 2009). An important part of
the appeal of CSS is the promise to scale up the
amount of data under consideration: from what can
be annotated manually to what can be analyzed au-
tomatically, typically an increase by several orders
of magnitude, enabling a paradigm shift towards
new research questions (Chang et al., 2014). How-
ever, this shift comes with new challenges: if the
analyses are carried out by a machine, how can we
trust that any outcomes really stem from the under-
lying data, rather than from processing artifacts?

Consequently, CSS must be crucially interested
in the algorithmic fairness or (absence of) bias
of the underlying machine learning methods (e.g.,
Binns, 2018; Canetti et al., 2019). However, work
on this topic in NLP over the last years has found

Angela Merkel called for swift tax cuts.  

Actor ClaimSupport

During yesterday’s cabinet meeting in Berlin,

Figure 1: Political claims detection: Text (above),
actor–polarity–claim structure (below)

that more applications contain biases than not, in-
cluding lexical semantics (Bolukbasi et al., 2016),
emotion detection (Kiritchenko and Mohammad,
2018), coreference (Zhao et al., 2018), recommen-
dation generation (Chakraborty et al., 2019) and
textual inference (Rudinger et al., 2017). It is there-
fore surprising that, to our knowledge, the bias
of NLP methods applied in the CSS domain have
found little attention so far.

In this paper, we consider the CSS task of politi-
cal claim analysis (Koopmans and Statham, 2010),
an entity and relation extraction task from the do-
main of argument(ation) mining (Cabrio and Vil-
lata, 2018). Its goal is to extract (Actor, Polarity,
Claim) tuples from text, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This is a structured prediction task with the goal of
identifying actors, their claims, and polarities (sup-
port/opposition). We investigate neural models for
the claim identification aspect of political claims
analysis trained on a German dataset, MARDY
(Padó et al., 2019), and find that these models ex-
hibit a strong frequency bias: claims made by fre-
quently occurring actors are retrieved with higher
recall than claims by infrequently mentioned actors.
This is worrying, because it means that actors who
repeat their claims often will now receive ’pref-
erential treatment’ in the aggregated analysis and,
arguably, be perceived as even more prominent
than they are (Hovy and Spruit, 2016).

We interpret these patterns as overfitting of the
claim detection model: it relies too much on actor
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mentions (i.e., either proper names or pronouns)
as indicators of claims. To debias the model, we
propose three methods: (1) mask the actor infor-
mation by anonymizing referential expressions in
the texts, which masks actor information; (2) train
claim detectors adversarially by actor frequency;
(3) assign more weight to low-frequency training
examples in the loss function. We find that actor
masking leads to almost no loss in performance
but greatly reduces the frequency bias, at the same
time improving out-of-domain generalization.

2 Political Claims Detection

Task. For political science, the analysis of po-
litical debate provides a window into the process
of decision making that is crucial for democracy
(Leifeld, 2016). An influential framework in this
area is political claims analysis (Koopmans and
Statham, 2010) which is interested in the associa-
tion between political actors and their claims (cf.
Figure 1), where claims are statements about spe-
cific future actions that the actor endorses or re-
jects. Such actor-claim pairs can be aggregated
into discourse networks and analyzed for aspects
such as discourse coalitions or developments over
time (Haunss, 2017; Wang and Wang, 2017).

From an NLP perspective, full political claims
analysis is a relatively complex process (Padó et al.,
2019) that involves recognizing entities (actors),
opinions (claims), and the relations between them
(actor–claim pairs). In this paper, we focus on the
task of claims detection in a narrow sense, namely
the identification of claim spans in running text (cf.
the right-hand markable in Figure 1), a task that is
structurally related to (shallow) argument mining
(Swanson et al., 2015; Vilares and He, 2017).

Dataset. We use the MARDY dataset, a corpus
of articles relevant to the German immigration de-
bate of the year 2015 drawn from the major Ger-
man newspaper Die Tageszeitung (taz) (Padó et al.,
2019). The corpus consists of 959 articles with a
total of 1841 claims with an average length of 20
tokens. Each claim is associated with an actor. For
about half of the claims (879), the actor is local
(i.e., inside the claim); for the rest, it is non-local
(i.e., somewhere in the document context).

Model. We investigate a model inspired by the
best claims detection model from Padó et al. (2019).
Our claims detector is also a transformer based on
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) with a default pretrain-

Actor freq. band All Low Mid High

Freq. range 1–48 1 2–3 >3
# unique actors 186 85 70 31
# claims 879 122 226 531

Model recall 77.1 74.5 77.0 78.0

Table 1: Properties of claims with local actors in
MARDY (all and by frequency band) as well as recall
of the STANDARD claim detector

ing objective. However, we make two changes: (a),
instead of framing the task as token sequence la-
beling, we perform sentence-level classification by
placing a Softmax classifier on top of BERT, using
the final hidden state of the special [CLS] token as
sentence meaning representation; (b), instead of us-
ing the Multilingual BERT model, which is known
to have problems with finding sensible subword
units for German, we use a BERT model trained
solely on German corpora1. On the standard train-
ing/test split of the MARDY dataset, where Padó
et al. (2019) report an Macro average F1 score of
65.5 (P=64.8, R=66.2). Using the same token-level
evaluation, our model achieves an moderately im-
proved F1 score of 67.6 (P=64.1, R=71.3), with a
similar precision and a 5% increase in recall.

3 Frequency Bias and Debiasing

We carry out an analysis of the predictions of our
claim detector on the MARDY dataset with 10-fold
CV to maximize the amount of data under consid-
eration. We group the actors into three frequency
bands using the gold standard actor annotation, as
shown in Table 1. Almost half of the actors occur
only once, indicating that actors follow a Zipfian
distribution as typical for language data.

We now evaluate the performance of our model
per actor frequency band. Since actor prediction
is not part of the model, we only analyze recall
at the claim (not token) level. We also restrict
ourselves to the 879 claims with local actors, as-
suming that local actors influence claim detection.
Indeed, as Table 1 shows, the prediction quality dif-
fers substantially across actor frequency bands: in
particular claims made by hapax legomena actors
(i.e., single-occurrence actors) show a worse recall
(74.5%) than frequent actors (77–78%).

Note that the claim detection model should only
pay attention to mentions of actor to the extent this

1https://deepset.ai/german-bert
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helps in its task. Its sensitivity to actor frequency
indicates that the presence of a previously seen ac-
tor name is a strong indicator for the presence of
a claim. We nevertheless believe that this is an
undesirable situation, since it means that the model
extracts a systematically biased set of claims from
the corpus: claims made by frequently mentioned
actors (such as office holders or spokespersons) are
reinforced, while claims made by infrequently men-
tioned actors are disregarded. This type of bias can
lead to ’echo chambers’ (Del Vicario et al., 2016)
and confers overly high visibility onto frequent ac-
tors (Hovy and Spruit, 2016). To avoid exactly
this type of bias, discourse analysis in social sci-
ence generally factors out the ’newsworthiness’ of
claims by disregarding its number of mentions. We
computationally debias our claims classifier.

3.1 Methods for Frequency Debiasing
Computational debiasing methods generally either
modify the model objectives (e.g., Bolukbasi et al.,
2016) or the input data (e.g., Zhao et al., 2018). We
experiment with both approaches.

Actor Masking. Actor Masking is a data modi-
fication method where we mask all referential ex-
pressions referring to political actors by replacing
the referential expressions with placeholders. We
consider two variants:
MASKNAME This model masks the most fre-

quent realization option of political actors,
namely proper names of persons. We opera-
tionalize ’person name’ as all phrases marked
as PER by the SpaCy German Named Entity
Recognizer (F-Score 83.0 on WikiNER).2

MASKNAMEPRON This model masks persons
names as above. In addition, it masks all per-
sonal pronouns in MARDY, which can also
provide actor information, even though in a
more indirect and thus less informative way.
It uses the same placeholder.

These masking procedures make it impossible for
the claim detector to use information about the ac-
tor identity. The motivation is similar to using de-
noising autoencoders for text representation, which
introduce perturbations in the input to encourage
models to discover stable latent rather than surface
text properties (Glorot et al., 2011).

Adversarial Debiasing. Adversarial debiasing
forgoes changes in the dataset, preferring to use

2Source for model and evaluation figures: https://
spacy.io/models/de#de_core_news_sm.

Figure 2: Visualization of adversarial debiasing.

adversarial training to have the model learn repre-
sentations of the input that do not exhibit biases (in
our case, frequency biases) in any substantial way
McHardy et al. (2019). Concretely, we train our
model simultaneously to predict whether the given
text contains any claim and to prevent the adversar-
ial component from predicting how frequently the
claim actor occurs (Figure 2): The adversarial and
main components share the feature extractor whose
parameters (θf ) are therefore updated by the gradi-
ents coming through the objective functions of both
model parts. Formally, let Jc and Jfr be the cross-
entropy loss functions of the main (claim detector)
and adversarial (frequency detector) components,
let λ be the meta-parameter for the trade-off be-
tween the two losses.3, and let η be the learning
rate. Then the updates are defined as:

θc := θc − η
∂Jc
∂θc

and θfr := θfr − η
∂Jfr
∂θfr

(1)

θf := θf − η
(
∂Jc
∂θf
− λ

∂Jfr
∂θf

)
(2)

Eq. (2) causes the feature extractor to receive the
opposite gradients from the two model components,
maximizing the loss of the frequency detector.

Sample Weighting. Sample weighting aims to
mitigate frequency bias by punishing model more
for false negative predictions on claims by infre-
quent actors. Each training example is assigned
to a weight which reflects the importance of the
instance when computing the loss function. Con-
cretely, we introduce three weights (γlow, γmid,
γhigh) for the three actor frequency bands from Ta-
ble 1.4 Parameter updates (i.e., back-propagation)

3Following hyper-parameter search, we set λ to 1.0.
4Following hyperparameter search, we set γlow = 0.5,

γmid = 0.3 and γhigh = 0.2, and assign γ = 0.1 to negative
instances (i.e. non-claims).

https://spacy.io/models/de#de_core_news_sm
https://spacy.io/models/de#de_core_news_sm
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Precision Recall F2-Score

STANDARD 40.1 74.7 63.7
MASKNAME 39.3 75.6 63.8
MASKNAMEPRON 39.8 75.6 64.1
ADVERSARIAL 45.5 69.1 62.6
SAMPLEWEIGHTING 42.3 73.5 64.1

Table 2: Exp. 1 (in-domain): Results for all claims.

Actor freq. band Low Mid High

STANDARD 74.5 77.0 78.0
MASKNAME 80.3 80.1 77.4
MASKNAMEPRON 81.4 82.7 77.2
ADVERSARIAL 77.1 73.5 74.5
SAMPLEWEIGHTING 72.1 79.2 76.3

Table 3: Exp. 1 (in-domain): Recall on claims with
local actors by actor frequency band.

are performed using scaled loss values.

4 Experiment 1: In-Domain Modeling

We first investigate the effect of frequency debasing
in a standard in-domain setting, re-using the setup
from Section 3 (10-fold cross-validation, claim-
level evaluation) to train one standard and four de-
biased models. Table 2 shows results on all claims.5

We find that the two actor masking models show
a slight increase in recall (around 1 point), accom-
panied by a similar drop in precision. Thus, the
F2-Scores of the three models are more or less on
par (the differences are not statistically significant):
the debiased models perform as well as STANDARD

despite the loss of information in the dataset. The
two ML-focussed debiasing methods have a com-
pletely different impact on the claim detector: Both
ADVERSARIAL and SAMPLEWEIGHTING improve
the precision significantly, but suffer a decrease in
recall. Thus, the data modification methods, in
particular MASKNAMEPRON, appear competitive.

Next, we repeat the analysis by frequency band
on the set of local claims from Section 3 for all

5The difference between the F-score reported here for
STANDARD and the one from Section 2 is the difference be-
tween token-level F1-Score and claim-level F2-Score evalua-
tion. We believe that claim-level evaluation provides a more
meaningful evaluation of claim identification but have reported
token-level evaluation above for comparison to previous work.
Regarding the precise metric, weighting recall higher then
precision provides a better match for a semi-automatic setup
with manual post-correction (Haunss et al., 2020), which is
arguably necessary at the present level of performance.

five models. Table 3 shows the recall values. We
find that actor masking leads to a slight decrease
in recall (under 1 point) for actors from the High
band: we believe that this is unproblematic, given
the redundancy of newspaper reporting. At the
same time, brings about substantial improvements
in recall for both the Low (+7 points) and the Mid
(+5 points) actor frequency bands – so claims ad-
vanced by infrequent actors have a substantially
better chance of being recognized by the system.
As for the representation-based methods, adversar-
ial training does also, to some extent, lead to fairer
claim detector: It mitigates the differences across
low and high bands; however, it also leads to signif-
icant decrease in overall recall. SAMPLEWEIGHT-
ING is the least effective debiasing method, per-
forming rather badly on the low frequency band.

Regarding a more qualitative understanding of
the actor masking methods, consider the follow-
ing claim which was recognized by both debiased
models but not STANDARD:

Der Dresdner Superintendent Christian Behr ruft zu
Nächstenliebe und Dialogbereitschaft auf.
(Dresden superintendent Christian Behr calls for
charity and readiness for dialog.)

(1)

We also see improvements for actors realized as
general noun phrases (which are almost guaranteed
to occur infrequently):

Anwohner und NPD-Politiker protestierten gegen
die geplante Unterkunft.
(Local residents and NPD politicians protested
against the planned accommodation facilities.)

(2)

Comparing the two actor masking methods, the im-
provements in MASKNAMEPRON surpass those of
MASKNAME, which indicates that a more consis-
tent treatment of referring expressions by replacing
both proper names and pronouns is advantageous,
maybe due to the fact that there is often a relatively
free choice between pronouns and proper names.

5 Experiment 2: Out-Of-Domain Modeling

We now carry out a second experiment following
the intuition that models relying on less specific
features generalize better to out-of-domain data –
which was also the original motivation for denois-
ing autoencoders (Glorot et al., 2011). As out-of-
domain dataset, we used the AKW (Haunss et al.,
2013) corpus. This is another German corpus for
the task of political claims identification, which
covers the debate on the future of nuclear energy
use in Germany in the four months after the nuclear
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Precision Recall F2-Score

STANDARD 19.8 40.4 33.4
MASKNAME 21.3 43.2 35.8
MASKNAMEPRON 20.5 42.2 34.8
ADVERSARIAL 26.0 33.0 31.3
SAMPLEWEIGHTING 22.8 40.0 34.8

Table 4: Exp. 2 (cross-domain): Results for all claims.

Actor freq. band Low Mid High

STANDARD 44.9 49.2 52.5
MASKNAME 48.5 53.4 54.3
MASKNAMEPRON 46.2 47.0 51.9
ADVERSARIAL 35.3 40.1 42.2
SAMPLEWEIGHTING 44.0 49.5 52.9

Table 5: Exp. 2 (cross-domain): Recall on claims with
local actor by actor frequency band.

disaster of Fukushima, Japan in March 2011. The
dataset contains 828 articles and 934 claims, all as-
sociated with one of 348 unique actors. We re-use
the frequency bands computed for MARDY, under
the assumption that it is the frequency distribution
in the training data that matters for performance.
AKW differs from the MARDY corpus in the subject
of the debate, the time span, and the newspapers
(Die Welt and Süddeutsche Zeitung). We used AKW

solely as test set for models trained on MARDY.
Table 4 shows the main results. The significant

decrease in F-scores compared to Table 2 shows
that current claim detection is substantially do-
main specific. Nevertheless, both MASKNAME

(+2 points F-score), MASKNAMEPRON (+1 point
F-score) and SAMPLEWEIGHTING (+1 point F-
score) generalize somewhat better than STANDARD.
MASKNAMEPRON and MASKNAME also beat
STANDARD in both precision and recall. ADVER-
SARIAL, on the other hand, shows a 2.0 points
decrease in F2-score as a result of the overall de-
crease in Recall compared to STANDARD.

Table 5 shows recall values for claims by author
frequency bands. As in Exp. 1, this analysis is re-
stricted to claims with locally realized actors.6 We
observe a similar pattern to Exp. 1 (cf. Table 3) for
actor masking models: (1) The STANDARD model
suffers from frequency bias in the form of worst
performance on the Low band (-7 points compared

6We only consider actors that occur in MARDY, assuming
that it is the frequency in the training set that matters.

to High); (2) both actor masking models improve
performance for the Low band, thus decreasing fre-
quency bias. The two representation-based models,
on the other hand, show an overall low recall with
no decrease in frequency bias, and particularly bad
results on the Low band for ADVERSARIAL.

6 Conclusion

This paper has discussed the task of political claims
analysis as an example of Computational Social
Science where NLP methods are finding adoption
to scale analysis to large data sets. We have ar-
gued that this scenario must be aware of systematic
biases in the output of the NLP methods.

The NLP community has mostly focused on bi-
ases grounded in extralinguistic reality, e.g., gen-
der (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Rudinger et al., 2018;
Stanovsky et al., 2019), race (Kiritchenko and Mo-
hammad, 2018), or age (Hovy and Søgaard, 2015).
We identified frequency as a language-internal bias
present in a current neural model in political claims
analysis. It warrants the same kind of attention as
other bias types: lower recall for infrequent actors
is inherently unfair, hitting those who can afford
least to have their contribution overlooked.

We compared two approaches to mitigating fre-
quency bias in political claims detection and tested
them on in-domain and out-of-domain settings. We
found that a simple data modification strategy does
as good as or better than modifying the model ob-
jective. Actor masking improves recall for infre-
quent actors without affecting overall performance,
and, as a side benefit, also improves out-of-domain
generalization. While we only evaluated the strat-
egy on one model, we believe its benefits carry over
to other model architectures and similar tasks.

Clearly, actor frequency is only one of a large
number of potential frequency-related biases. Since
frequency is known to be strongly correlated with
performance in machine learning-based NLP, such
biases should be investigated more systematically
in areas building on NLP such as Computational
Social Sciences. To remove these biases, however,
presumably more sophisticated methods will be
necessarily in the general case.
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